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Introduction
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• Classroom interaction is a critical aspect of the teaching and learning
process (Nasir et al., 2019) when it comes to such an EFL classroom since it
permits the knowledge exchange and strengthening of the given
information.

• It is the interactions which determine the success of both the teaching
process and the students’ learning outcomes.

• Classrooms have commonly been demonstrated as teacher-dominated (Sum
& Kwon, 2020) which may have unforeseen impacts upon the student
learning process which requires further analysis through this research.

• This research is intended to investigate the interaction of teacher talk and
student talk in an EFL classroom in Thailand.



Literature Review
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• Classroom interaction has three types: teacher talk, student talk, and
silence (Flanders, 1970).

• Flanders (1970) stated that teacher talk is divided into two sub-
categories, which are the direct influence and indirect influence.

• According to Flanders (1970), there are two categories of student talk
which are: 1) students talk-response 2) students talk-initiation.



Method
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• Research design This research implemented a qualitative method
in the form of a descriptive design.

• Research site Muslim Suksa School, Satun, Thailand.

• Research participants One Indonesian English teacher and 31 Thai
students in the second grade.

• Research Instrument The research instruments used were table
matrix of FIAC and interviews.



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

• Types of teacher talk that arise in English classroom in Thailand



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

• Types of student talk that arise in English classroom in Thailand

• The impacts of teacher talk to students in an EFL classroom in Thailand

Because student initiation of talk was found to account for only 2.23% of all
student interactions, this creates unspoken boundaries for students to recognize the
appropriate time to talk, and how to formulate that talk, whilst feeling at ease to
share ideas, confide feelings, and discuss problems. Related to the findings of this
study, the students’ talk rasio is strongly imbalanced towards response rather than
initiation. The students merely lacked confidence to initiate talk due to the
imbalance of indirect teacher talk.



ConclusionFPBS UPI

• Six types of teacher talk were found to have been utilized within the
classroom.

• The six types of teacher talk found were asking questions, giving directions,
accepting or using students’ ideas, lecturing, praises or encouragement, and
criticizing or justifying authority.

• However, the category of accepting feelings was not present.

• In terms of student talk types, both the student talk response and student
talk initiation are found.

• The study revealed the impact upon learning of the teacher talk and student
talk in this context was that the students lacked confidence to initiate talk.
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